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INTRODUCTION 
Let R and R' be rings of stable rank 2, and 1f!:P2(R)-+P2(R') a mapping 
between the corresponding projective ring planes (see [2]) which preserves 
incidence; let us call this an incidence-homomorphism, or homomorphism for 
short. If 1f1, moreover, preserves the neighbor relation, it is a neighbor-
preserving (n-p) homomorphism; under a mild additional condition (viz., that 
If/ is full) such a If/ is described algebraically in [1]. On the other hand, the case 
that a homomorphism is distant-preserving (d-p) is treated in [3]. In the present 
paper we will round off the discussion by showing the following result for an 
arbitrary homomorphism 1f1:P2(R)-+P2(R') which in addition is supposed to 
be full (for definition, see 1.1 below). There is an admissible subring S of R, 
i.e., a subring which coordinatizes P 2(R) with a coarser neighbor relation (cf. 
[1], 1.2), and a ring homomorphism qJ:S-+R' with qJ(1)= 1 such that If/ is the 
homomorphism iP induced by ({J. In other words: any homomorphism can be 
decomposed into a bijective n-p homomorphism (viz., the identity mapping 
P 2(R)-+P2(S)) and a d-p homomorphism (viz., tp:P2(S)-+P2(R')). 
We stick to the conventions of [1, 3]: all rings are associative with 1, subrings 
have the same identity element 1, ring homomorphisms carry 1 to 1. The set 
of units in a ring R is denoted by R *. 
1. INCIDENCE-HOMOMORPHISMS 
Consider a (projective) Barbilian plane P = (P *• P *, 1. =) where P * is its set 
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of points, P *its set of lines, I the incidence relation and "" the neighbor relation 
between points and lines. P has to satisfy the seven axioms given in [2], (3.1), 
or [ 1], 1.1. P is a projective ring plane if it also satisfies two additional axioms 
on the existence of central transvections and of (affine) dilatations and their 
duals, as given in [2], (4.16) or [1], (3.1). Such a plane can be coordinatized by 
a ring R of stable rank 2 and may then be denoted by P2(R). 
Two other neighbor relations are defined by setting: for x,yEP.(l,mEP*), 
X""Y (f,m) if and only if X"" I for all/ly (resp. f,x for all xlm). If x*y, we 
also call x andy distant, and similarly for two lines or a point and a line. xv y 
denotes the unique line connecting two distant points x and y, and I 1\ m the 
unique point two distant lines I and m have in common. 
1.1 DEFINITION. An incidence homomorphism (or just homomorphism) 
lfi:P-+P' of Barbilian planes consists of a pair of mappings lfi•:P.-+P~, 
If/*: P *-+ P' * such that 
a) xll for XEP*, IEP*~Ifl*(x)llfl*(/). 
If/ is called full if in addition, 
b) for all x, yEP* there exists IE P * such that 
Usually, we shall just write If/ for If/• and If/*. 
The dual b') of b) can be easily proved from a) and b). The proof is a straight-
forward adaptation of the proof given in [1], after Def. 1.3 for c'), and will be 
omitted. Condition b) is an adaptation to the situation of general homo-
morphisms of condition c) in the Definition of full n-p homomorphisms in [1], 
1.3. However, in the present situation it is not clear whether a homomorphism 
If/ is automatically full if If/• and If!* are surjective, as was the case in [1]. 
Distant-preserving homomorphisms (see [3]) and full neighbor-preserving 
homomorphisms (see [1]) are examples of full homomorphisms. The approach 
to homomorphisms in the present paper will strongly resemble the treatment of 
n-p homomorphisms. 
1.2 PROPOSITION. Let 1f1: P-+ P' be a full homomorphism of Barbilian 
planes. Then "'P = (P *• P *, 1. -) with - defined by 
x-I'<* x"" I or lf/(X) """ If/(/), 
for XEP* and IEP*, is a Barbilian plane. 
PROOF. We have to check the axioms of [2], (3.1) for "'P. Axioms 1, 4 and 
6 are trivial, and 5 is a consequence of b) in De f. 1.1. 
Axiom 2. x+ y means x+ I for some lly, hence x*l. The latter implies that 
x*Y, sox andy have a unique line in common. The dual proof yields axiom 2'. 
Axiom 3. Assume l+m, xll, /1\m+x for l,mEP*, XEP •. Then l*m, 
/1\m*xll, hence x*m. Also, lf/(l)*lfl(m), lf/(l)/\lfl(m)=lfl(/1\m)*lfi(X)IIfl(/), 
so lfi(X) * lfJ(m). Thus we see that x+ m. 
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2. ACTIONS ON CENTRAL COLLINEATIONS 
We are now going to show that a full homomorphism If/: P--+ P' "commutes" 
with certain central collineations in P and P', and with affine dilatations in 
corresponding affine planes. As a consequence we obtain that the Barbilian 
plane "'Pis (c,/)-transitive for all pairs ceP., leP* with either ell or c+l (see 
[2], (4.15)). 
We recall the notation Tc,l:a,b for the (c, /)-transvection (if ell) or (c, /)-
dilatation (if c=F/) which maps a (with a=FI and a=Fc) on b (with b=Fl, b=Fc, 
blav c) in P, and similarly in P'. The affine plane P 1 (for I e P*) consists of the 
points x which are either 11 or =Fl, and the lines I and all m=Fl. In P 1 we have 
the affine (c,/)-dilatation fc,l:a,b which maps a on b, if c=FI, a=Fl, a=Fc, b=Fl, 
blavc. 
For x e P * we also denote lf/(X) by x'; often, x' e P'. is given and then x 
denotes some or a specified point in P which lf/(X) =x'. The same notations for 
lines. 
From now on we assume that P and P' are projective ring planes, i.e., that 
axioms 7 and 8 of [2], (4.16) hold in these planes. 
2.1 LEMMA. Let a,b,ceP* and leP* be such that ell, a+l, b+l and 
blavc. Then 
If/ 0 Tc,l:a,b = Tc',l':a',b' 0 lfl. 
Tc,l: a, b is also a ( c, 1)-transvection in "'P. 
PROOF. Notice that a, b, c and I satisfy the conditions ell, a* I, b *I, blav c, 
so Tc,l:a,b exists in P. For similar reasons, Tc',l':a',b' exists in P'. 
The proof of the relation lf/ 0 Tc,l:a,b = Tc',l':a',b'o If/ is now the same as that of 
Lemma 2.1 in [3], provided one replaces the neighbor relation = in P by the 
coarser neighbor relation - of the Barbilian plane "'P. 
To prove that Tc,l:a,b is also a collineation in "'P we only have to show 
that it preserves the neighbor relation -. So let x-m, then either x=m or 
lf/(X)= lf/(m). If x=m, then Tc,l:a,bX""' Tc,l:a,bm, hence Tc,l:a,bX- Tc,l:a,bm. If, 
on the other hand, lf/(X) = lf!(m), then Tc',l':a',b'o lf/(X) = Tc',l':a',b'o lfl(m), so 
lf/ 0 Tc,l:a,bX""' lf/ 0 Tc,l:a,bm, which again proves Tc,l:a,bX- Tc,l:a,bm. 
2.2 LEMMA. Assume a,b,ceP* and leP* such that c+l, a+ I, a+c, b+l, 
b+c, blavc. Then 
Tc,l:a,b is also a (c, I)-dilatation in "'P. 
PROOF. Similar as for the previous lemma. 
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2.3 LEMMA. Assume a,b,ceP* and leP* are given with c+l, a+/, a+c, 
b+l, blavc. Then in "'P1 we have 
'11° fc,l:a,b = fc',l':a',b' 0 'II· 
fc,l:a,b acts as an affine (c,l)-dilatation in the affine plane "'P1• 
PROOF. From the definition of the neighbor relation - in "'Pit is immediate 
that "'P1 is contained in P 1 and that VI maps "'P1 into pd'. Since "'P is a 
Barbilian plane, the affine dilatation fc,l:~.b (defined in P 1) maps "'P1 into 
itself. Thus the first relation in the statement of the Lemma makes sense. We 
have to show now: 
(*) lf/ 0 fc,l:a,bX= fc',l':a',b'x' for XE "'P~, X'= lf/(X). 
This being obvious for xll, assume x+ I henceforth. 
a) x+avc. The argument of case a) of the proof of (2.1) can be seen 
to work in the present case too, since x+l. For u=(avx)Al+cVx, hence 
x=(avu)A(cvx) and Tc,l:a,bX=(bVu)A(cVx). 
b) Arbitrary x+l. Take Y~oY2 on I with aVc+y1 +Y2+aVc, and pick on 
each Y;VX a point z; such that z;+l, z;+aVc. Then x=(y1 Vz1)A(y2vz2). By 
case a) above, (*) holds for x replaced by Y;. z;, hence so it does for x. 
Finally, using Lemma 3.4 of [3] or an argument as in the proof of Lemma 
2.1 above, one concludes that tc,l:a,b also preserves the neighbor relation - in 
"'P1, which means that its acts as an affine dilatation in "'P1• 
The above three lemmas say in particular that the Barbilian plane "'P 
satisfies axioms 7 and 8 of [2], (4.16) on (c,/)-transitivity resp. (dual) affine 
(c,/)-transitivity. Thus, 
2.4 PROPOSITION. "'P= (P.,P*,I,-) is a projective ring plane. 
3. ALGEBRAIC CHARACTERIZATION OF FULL INCIDENCE HOMOMORPHISMS 
Now it is just a matter of applying the results of [1, 3] to find a description 
of arbitrary full homomorphisms 1f!:P2(R)-.P2(R'), where Rand R' are rings 
of stable rank 2. The plane "'Pis just P2(R) but with a coarser neighbor re-
lation - , so "'P can be coordinatized by an admissible subring S of R which 
must have stable rank 2 (see [1], 4.1 and§ 5). If/ can be considered as a distant-
preserving homomorphism from "'P=P2(S) into P2(R'), hence it is induced by 
a homomorphism qJ:S-.R' as is shown in [3]. The definition of the neighbor 
relation - in "'P (see 1.2) means that x+l for xeP* and /eP* if and only if 
x ¢I and lfi(X) ¢If/(/). This can be expressed by the requirement: if an element 
<! of Sis invertible in R and ({J(<!) is invertible in R', then <! is invertible in S. 
Conversely, if the sub ring S of R and the homomorphism qJ: s-. R' meet all the 
requirements given above, then the induced homomorphism rp:P2(S)-.P2(R') 
given by 
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and similarly for lines, is a full homomorphism of P=P2(R) into P2(R'), and 
~P=P2(S). 
Combining this with other results of [1, 3], we thus have shown the fol-
lowing: 
3.1 THEOREM. Let Rand R' be rings of stable rank 2. There is a bijective 
correspondence between the full incidence homomorphisms 111:P2(R)-+P2(R') 
and the pairs (S, qJ) consisting of an admissible subring S of R having stable 
rank 2 and a homomorphism qJ:S-+R' such that ees is invertible inS if e is 
invertible in Rand qJ(e) is invertible in R'. The full homomorphism 111:P2(R)-+ 
-+P2(R') corresponding to the pair (S,qJ) is nothing but the induced homo-
morphism tp:P2(S)-+P2(R'). In this situation, the identity map: P 2(R)-+P2(S) 
is a bijective n-p homomorphism, whereas tp:P2(S)-+P2(R') is a d-p homo-
morphism. Moreover, 
111 is d-p if and only if S = R; 
111 is n-p if and only if ker qJ ~ rad S and qJ(S) • = R' • n qJ(S); 
111 is injective if and only if qJ is injective; 
111 is surjective if and only if qJ(S) is an admissible subring of R'. 
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